
 

 
 

 

 

FLASH INFO: AMENDMENTS TO THE CONTROVERSIAL JUNIOR 
PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMME 

 
Brussels, 29 October 2020 

 
Today, 29 October 2020, DG HR has published an information on the intracomm whereby 
they announce that changes will at last be introduced to the forthcoming edition of the 
polemic so-called Junior professional programme (JPP)  
(https://myintracomm.ec.europa.eu/news/AuQuotidien/Pages/junior-professionals-six-
revised.aspx) 
  
As it is notorious, this program has been allowing a certain number of bluebook trainees and 
some function group IV contract agents of up to three years of experience to benefit from 
the rather exceptional possibility of a rapid professional path within the institution ending up 
with a restricted internal competition.  
  
This program -still at a pilot stage- logically originated high controversy among the staff, as it 
was contradictory in its proclaimed purpose of willing to retain and attract the young 
talented people the institution is in need of. Actually, the program prevented a vast 
percentage of those already in-house from participating at all, and was not exemplary 
neither as the selection was made without the common standards applicable in other 
selections processes. Therefore, this program triggered a staff reaction of discontent. Thus, 
staff massively subscribed a TAO-AFI petition, and frontally opposed the internal competition 
organised for a “happy few” last summer.  
  
DG HR announces today, “after having heard the staff and the staff representatives”, that 
they intend to broaden the eligibility criteria to allow all function groups and other officials 
to participate. However, HR would not change the current selection process but would 
rather postpone any other change for one more year.  
  
TAO-AFI has been at the front-line denouncing this issue for more than three years now. We 
have over this time contributed with your support to persuade our administration to listen 
up to its staff, thus evolving from a first scandalous version back in 2017 where only 
bluebook trainees could participate to the new opening communicated today. 

 
Our main claims have been, and still are  the followings: 
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1) Equal participation for all: if the goal is to allow young talent to remain at the institution, it 
has to be done on equal footing regardless of the function group or professional category. 
This appears now to be taken on board, and we do salute this change; 
  
2) Procedural guarantees for a fair selection, following identical standards as for other 
internal selection procedures. The latter will not be the case yet because the selection will 
continue to be solely made by the administration, allocating to the staff representatives a 
simple role of observer (and not a role of fully-fledged member as for any other selection 
processes). This continues to be a fundamental hindrance for the fair and transparent 
selection that we all want and our institution deserves; 
  
3)  Furthermore, DG HR postpones the necessary discussion with the staff representatives to 
discuss soundly on how best implement this programme: requested professional experience, 
etc.  We seem again to be confronted to a fait accompli. 
  
TAO continues so state that every modern administration needs to attract and to keep the 
best of all ages: talented, motivated people willing to commit and to deliver. It is a fact that 
our ever-growing ageing population needs, with an average age of 45, an investment in 
renewed energy to secure the continuity of the good work we deliver in the interest of the 
European Project we defend. Let us do it with all the procedural guarantees to lead by 
example before a critical public opinion.  

 
TAO-AFI president 

 

TAO-AFI’s long-standing position on this issue of general interest for the good name of our 
institution: 
https://www.tao-afi.eu/young-professionals-programme 
https://05f78067-9a41-4d81-b7d1-0f83f9781590.filesusr.com/ugd/ea3a84_01c3ba743df84cba96c686142d7fb732.pdf 
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